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ABSTRACT
In this work, we generalise classes of trading strategies, such as
adaptive time-series momentum and mean reversion, to neural
networks. In particular, we design classes of artificial neural net-
works that provably comprise popular strategies such as crossover
long-short indicators but can generalise beyond those and be fit-
ted to adapt to time series regimes where any one of those fixed
rules would not yield good returns. By using such inductive priors
in network design and weight initialisation we can construct par-
simonious networks that are simpler and easier to interpet than
state-of-the-art architectures but still achieve similar performance.
This leads to improvements in training time and trust in the un-
derlying model. Our network achitecture is designed in a manner
such that higher layers can be tanslated to logical expressions of
the outputs of lower level feature extraction layers. Training these
networks can yield insights into potentially more advantageous
parameters of the original configuration as well as into characteris-
tics of the time series data. Furthermore, our interpretability results
allow us to preinitialise the network weights reflecting our a priori
(deterministic) belief over the optimal strategy in policy space. We
showcase our approach both on simulated and real-world financial
data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Trading strategies are policies that make decisions about buying,
selling or holding a given asset. Technical indicators1 and price
based financial trading strategies require upfront setting of a variety
of parameters. Most often those are based on ’experience’.

To automate the processing of such experience in a systematic
manner, machine learning techniques are an obvious paradigm to
consider. Especially with the reinvigorated excitement about Artifi-
cial Neural Networks (ANNs) forming behind the banner of Deep
Learning (DL), an ever-growing proliferation of papers has emerged,
applying machine learning to financial time series forecasting and
trading both on the basis of daily data and on a limit-order book
level (e.g. Sirignano [19], Zhang et al. [27, 28]). Unfortunately, these
papers do not appear to give much profound insight into the im-
plications of their choice of neural architectures for the types of
strategies that can be inferred or, once training is completed, how
to interpret the trained network, its beliefs about the traded as-
set or the kind of decisions it might take in different scenarios.
This limits their deployability in real trading, where typically rel-
ative benchmark outperformance, speed, and accountability are
key. In particular, in order to be a viable candidate for deployment,
a new strategy needs to ensure that (i) it can reliably outperform
accepted standard strategies, (ii) it outputs trade suggestions before
the alpha decayed and (iii) it allows interpretation to justify trade
decisions. On top of their lack of interpretability, their (anecdotal)
underwhelming real world trading performance has prevented a
widespread deep learning revolution in algorithmic trading.

We propose a class of artificial neural networks (ANN) designed
to be able to encode logical propositions that combine time series
features to make trading decisions. This allows us to ensure that
its hypothesis space encompasses desirable classes of well-known
trading strategies. In fact, we are using domain knowledge as an
inductive prior when designing the networks and when initialising
the weights in certain layers. We define this inductive prior as a
deterministic pre-initialisation of weights and network structure.
Adopting a policy learning approach, we train the network with
a loss function devised to promote profitability of the strategy it
represents while exhibiting mathematical properties that facilitate
training with local optimisation methods.

Once the network is trained, the ANN’s belief about characteris-
tics (such as momentum or mean reversion behavior) of the price
time series can be extracted by examination of the trained networks.

1Technical indicators are trading strategies or signals that are purely based on finding
patterns in price and volume information.
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This allows us to better understand the characteristics of the un-
derlying data and choose parameters for our trading strategy that
are based on facts rather than experience. We show how different
configurations of the same architecture can replicate the decisions
of two simple strategies and then adapt quickly to the underlying
data and converge to a strategy that is ideal for the given problem.
In particular, we show how momentum and mean reversion tech-
nical indicators can be replicated in a neural network and analyse
what return measures and loss functions are suitable for training
such network.

This is the first step towards rigorously using deep learning in
financial trading by ensuring interpretability and in later stages
mathematical guarantees. Previous approaches most often use large
networks that output a prediction which is hard to interpret and
leads to ’black-box’ trading that might well lead to overfitting.

1.1 Related Work
Our work can be placed at the intersection of algorithmic trading,
deep learning, and interpretability of neural networks.

1.1.1 Finance and ANNs. Khare et al. [12] and Vargas et al. [22]
have used technical indicators in deep learning before. While the
indicators are similar to the ones we replicate in this paper, they
are merely used as inputs to the neural networks rather than being
reproduced within them and there is no attempt to interpret results.
Feng and Polson [5] have used neural networks to combine firm
characteristics to find a comprehensive set of factors explaining
asset returns which in spirit is similar to our combination layers.
On a limit-order book level, Zhang et al. [27] have coupled convo-
lutional layers with an LSTM to forecast prices. To interpret the
results, they have performed sensitivity analysis to attribute the
parts of the order book deemed important by their trained model.
Follow-up work looked at model-free reinforcement learning [28].

Mahdavi-Damghani [15] defines the high frequency financial
funnel (HFFF) with a similar goal to ours; proposing a neural net-
work architecture capable of expressing a variety of trading strate-
gies. His work is inspired by Martin Nowak’s idea of a Funnel
applied to the high frequency trading domain. While being able
to represent a range of strategies, Mahdavi does not discuss how
these strategies can evolve during policy learning, how changing
weights can be interpreted, or what financial considerations are
important when trading based on such networks. The aim of the
HFFF is to allow strategies to interact with each other in a game
of life kind of setup. He does, however, make the connection to
logical gates in that he shows how the HFFF can express XOR like
strategies. While in spirit similar to our architecture, the HFFF is
not considering some key aspects that our work highlights.

There is a growing literature using policy approaches in deep
learning (e.g. Amel-Zadeh et al. [1], Gu et al. [8], Yan et al. [25]).
Wang et al. [23] define AlphaStock to contain three components: an
LSTM with history state attention network that extracts features
per input asset, a cross-asset attention network that works out
relative weightings between assets and the portfolio generator
that calculates investment amounts for all assets. On a stock level,
the input features include technical and fundamental time series.
The history state attention part of the network is shared by all
stocks making the extracted features more stable and they use

reinforcement learning on excess Sharpe ratio to train the model.
One of their contributions is that their model is also interpretable
in that they can derive what features lead to selecting stocks to
buy or sell by doing a sensitivity analysis on the history of stock
features. Zhang et al. [26] also use reinforcement learning to select
investment portfolios. Their design uses two networks in parallel
before feeding the results into a decision making module. One
network consists of an LSTM for feature extraction from the non-
stationary price series of open, close, highest and lowest prices. The
other network models asset correlations by employing a temporal
correlational convolution block. Lastly, the decision making module
includes the previous period actions to account for transaction costs
and learning is performed using a policy that penalises transaction
costs and risk. On a single-asset basis Deng et al. [4] create a policy
learning network also accounting for transaction costs. Xu et al. [24]
develop a Relation-aware Transformer to account for correlations
between assets as well as non-stationarity of asset prices.

There are many more relevant works looking at factor learning
for forecasting financial time series or employing reinforcement
learning in the context of finance.

1.1.2 Our contribution. To the best of our knowledge our work
is the first to devise a neural policy learning approach by estab-
lishing a principled link between logical expressions of time series
features and layers in an ANN. This approach allows us to design
neural network architectures pertaining to a policy space that is
guaranteed to encompass desirable, classical trading strategies. We
effectively place inductive priors on the architecture and the ini-
tialised weights to improve training time, guarantee the policy
space of strategies, and allow extraction of learned knowledge after
training. Our ability to do so offers the benefit that it intuitively puts
a floor underneath the benchmark P&L of our network’s learning-
based strategies. And, by weight inspection, we can retrospectively
explain why certain decisions were taken during execution time
and gain information about features of the underlying traded signal.
Those benefits appear to be missing from previous approaches.

While our exposition is focused on financial applications, we
should point out that our ideas can be converted to wider domains
related to deep learning-based reinforcement learning, time series
forecasting [13] and the interpretability of deep learning literature
[3].

We should point out that our idea of constructing deeper layers
of neurons to approximately represent logical propositions and also
interpreting neurons as logical propositions is classic. However, this
idea does not appear to feature in the recent literature on deep rein-
forcement learning, deep learning for finance or the interpretability
and robustness of deep learning. Our proposal to establish the con-
nection of neural representation of logical expressions is showcased
in the context of trading. However, other deep learning applications
might also naturally lend themselves to deploy this approach such
as those arising in the context of control, robotics or economics.

1.1.3 Interpretability and knowledge representation. Examples
of classical work on this include translating knowledge bases into
ANNs using an architecture called KBANN [21] and built-on work
extracting knowledge out of the trained network [20], the KT-
algorithm to extract symbolic rules from a trained network analysing
neuron input combinations to derive rules as to when a neuron fires
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[7], and truth table generation and conjunctive normal form inter-
pretation of nodes [11], [16]. Andrews et al. [2] survey the various
approaches and highlight examples along different dimensions of
the problem space. For our work, the distinction into pedagogical
approaches, i.e. interpreting the network as a black-box, only con-
sidering inputs and outputs, as well as decompositional approaches,
i.e. analysing each neuron individually as a logical formula, are the
most important dimensions.

Newer work on interpretability of neural networks include LIME
[18] and SHAP [14]. While these new approaches allow interpre-
tation of predictions of complex models and approximate them
in local vicinities, they do not provide an interpretation of the
model as a whole. By placing inductive priors on the design of our
architecture, we partially constrain the model to remain globally
interpretable.

1.1.4 Reducing the size of networks. In spirit, our work is also
related to the literature on finding small networks that achieve per-
formance on par with much bigger networks to save computational
cost, memory, and allow usage in embedded systems. These can
be either designed upfront to contain fewer weights or layers, e.g.
SqueezeNet [9] that tries to minimise the parameter space of con-
volutional neural networks (CNN) by constraining how the CNNs
building blocks can be wired together, or retrieved from bigger net-
works by pruning irrelevant connections. Frankle and Carbin [6]
applied the latter iteratively to uncover "winning lottery tickets", i.e.
subnetworks that can be trained independently and achieve similar
performance to the original network. They conclude that initiali-
sation of the weights in the subnetworks is key and that different
initialisations uncover different subnetworks of importance. Also,
as these subnetworks are discovered after training the original net-
work, they see the winning tickets as encoding inductive biases. We
encode our domain knowledge as inductive priors on the network
structure as well as the initialisation of weights within neurons.

1.2 Structure
We start by formalising simple momentum and mean-reversion
crossover strategies in section 2 that we subsequently translate
into a neural network architecture in section 3. Section 3 shows
how we place inductive priors on the networks architecture to
encode domain knowledge and improve training performance. In
section 4 we discuss our policy approach including considerations
of what return type to use while section 5 contains the experimental
results on a range of artificial and real data sets. Section 6 discusses
potential extensions and concludes our findings.

2 TIME SERIES MOMENTUM AND
REVERSION

Lety = (yt )t ∈N denote a price time series. Assume at time t ∈ Nwe
have access to all past prices yi (i < t , i ∈ N). On that basis, we will
need to make a decision about what action to take: what fraction
of our wealth to go long or short in the asset and how much to
keep in cash. To do so algorithmically, we will specify a strategy
or policy, which is a function that maps past price observations
to a sequence of actions a = (at )t ∈Z, at ∈ [0, 1]3. Here, at,1 is the
fraction of our current net liquidation value to allocate to a long

position, at,2 to a short position and at,3 the percentage to hold in
cash. Note, ∀t : ∑3

i=1 at,i = 1.
To assess the performance of a strategy for time steps t ∈

{0, ...,T }, we might consider the logarithmic return

ρT =
T∑
t=0

loд(1 + ⟨vt ,at ⟩)

where
vt = (rt ,−rt , 0)⊤

is a vector and

rt =
pt+1 − pt

pt
is the single period return of the price time series pt .

This ensures that if the strategy takes a long position at time t,
i.e. vt = (1, 0, 0), and the return at that time step is positive, the
strategy will achieve a return of rt > 0. Equally if the return is
negative, the strategy will generate a return of rt < 0.

2.1 Momentum-based strategies
The rationale of momentum trading is that trends established in
the market tend to continue and will showcase herding effects [10].
Many investment firms and CTAs have successfully used momen-
tum strategies2 for the past decades. There are various different
ways to identify such trends. One of them uses moving averages
that we define next.

Let h ∈ R ∪ {∞} denote a lookback window size and xt =
(yt−1, ...,yt−h )

⊤ ∈ Rh be an h-step lookback snippet of the time-
series. A moving average featuremt at time t can be computed by
an inner product with a constant vectorw ∈ Rh :

mt = ⟨w,xt ⟩.

Different types of momenta and moving averages arise for different
choices of parameter w.

For example, a simplemoving average (SMA)momentum smoothes
the time series with an equally weighted average (w j =

1
h ∀j),

whereas exponentially weighted moving averages (EWMA) smooth
with a recency bias, assigning an exponentially decaying weight
for time steps farther in the past (e.g.w j = exp(−c(j − 1)) for some
constant c).

2.1.1 Crossover strategies. We consider the following momen-
tum strategies using a breakout pattern:

Definition 1 (Simple momentum crossover strategy). In a crossover
strategy, the decision variable at is set to

at =


(1, 0, 0) if xt −mt > τ

(0, 1, 0) if xt −mt < −τ

(0, 0, 1) otherwise
(1)

where τ ≥ 0 is a threshold parameter. In other words, the strategy
goes long if the current price is above the moving average by a
certain threshold and short if it is below the moving average by a
certain threshold.
2Arguably, the strategies used in practice are more advanced than the ones presented
here but the underlying principles remain the same.
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Instead of using just the current price as an indicator one can
also compare two moving averages of different lookbacks.

Definition 2 (Generalised momentum crossover strategy).

at =


(1, 0, 0) if m̃t −mt > τ

(0, 1, 0) if m̃t −mt < −τ

(0, 0, 1) otherwise
(2)

wheremt ,m̃t are long-term and short-term moving averages com-
puted on the basis of horizons h, h̃ with h > h̃ respectively.

Note that this is a generalisation of the simple crossover strategy
in that we can use the latter to obtain the former by setting h̃ = 0
and w̃1 = 1.

2.2 Reversion-based strategies
Reversion trading is based on the idea that prices follow a long-
term trajectory and any moves away from that trajectory will be
reversed [17]. Again, this can be traded in a variety of ways using
pairs-trading, statistical arbitrage trading systems, cointegration
strategies, or different forms of regression. One technique that
yields itself to our analysis is, again, a crossover indicator. In con-
trast to the momentum indicator, however, the reversion strategy
takes the opposite position. In that sense, momentum and reversion
are exact counterparts when using crossover techniques. Practition-
ers typically use and combine both strategies by choosing differ-
ent lookbacks, for example longer lookbacks for the momentum
crossover to capture long-running trend changes and shorter look-
backs for the reversion strategies to capture short-term corrections.

Definition 3 (Simple reversion crossover strategy). This is the coun-
terpart to definition 1.

at =


(1, 0, 0) if xt −mt < −τ

(0, 1, 0) if xt −mt > τ

(0, 0, 1) otherwise.
(3)

And the generalised reversion crossover strategy is the counterpart
to definition 2.

Definition 4 (Generalised reversion crossover strategy).

at =


(1, 0, 0) if m̃t −mt < −τ

(0, 1, 0) if m̃t −mt > τ

(0, 0, 1) otherwise.
(4)

3 ARCHITECTURE
Multi-layer perceptrons can approximately represent formulae of
propositional logic, we utilise this fact to devise a neural network
that can represent the trading strategies above. The intuition for
this is that it will guarantee that (in the limit of infinite data and
assuming stationarity) the trained neural network should perform
at least as well as those classical trading strategies. Subsequently,
however, we will train the network with a policy learning approach.
These strategies can be implemented using simple rule-based sys-
tems but by using ANNs our strategy can go beyond the initial
setup that is embedded using inductive priors on the network ar-
chitecture and weights. If the data suggests it is beneficial to do

so, the ANN approach can deviate from the pre-set strategies. Fur-
thermore, when training occurs online, our policy can adapt to
changing dynamics of the traded asset.

We propose a simple architecture that contains three distinct
subnetworks: an input feature subnetwork, a feature subnetwork,
and a logic subnetwork. In the simplest case of our reversion / mo-
mentum network the subnetworks are single layers but the idea is
to keep the architecture flexible and allow additional features, input
data and more connections between neurons to enable complex
trading strategies. The logic network entails the decision whether
to go long, short or neutral for a given asset but can be expanded
to enable complex logical relationships between features of the
network. Finally, the logic subnetwork’s output is a vector of length
three that is fed into the softargmax layer for the final trading
decision.

Let oi, j denote the jth output function of the neuron in the
ith layer. For input z and neuron parameter pi, j we denote the
output value by oi, j (z;pi, j ). In what is to follow, we will define all
these output functions such that their composition implements our
trading strategies for suitable parameter choices.

3.1 Input feature subnetwork
First, we define neurons that allow computing of moving averages
of different lookbacks. Given input x , we define two linear units
with outputs

o0,1(x ;w0,1) = ⟨w0,1,x⟩

and
o0,2(x ;w0,2) = ⟨w0,2,x⟩.

Here,w0,1 can indicate the short-term moving average weightsw
and w0,2 the long-term moving average weights w̃ as defined in
the previous section. If we set

w0,2 =
1
h

and

w0,1
j =

{
1
h if j ≤ h̃

0 if j > h̃
(5)

we obtain the SMAs that we used for the crossover strategies in the
previous section. These form the ’Input Feature Subnetwork’.

3.2 Feature subnetwork
In general, a perceptron can represent truth assignments of basic
threshold comparisons of the form ϕ(x) > τ where ϕ is a linear
functional and τ a threshold parameter. In particular, that allows
comparison of linear time-series such as crossings of moving av-
erages. With the averages m̃ andm computed (defined as o0,1 and
o0,2 in the previous section), we need to implement a comparison
to the threshold τ . Firstly, we need to define neurons that evaluate
the predicates m̃ −m − τ > 0 and m̃ −m − τ < 0:

o1,1(m̃,m;w1,1,τ1) = σ (w1,1
1 m̃ +w1,1

2 m + τ1)

and
o1,2(m̃,m;w1,2,τ2) = σ (w1,2

1 m̃ +w1,2
2 m + τ2)

where σ denotes the sigmoid function. To recover the simple
crossover case, we set τ1 = τ2.
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The choice of weights determines the kind of comparison be-
tween momentum features. If we were to choose

w1,1 = (1,−1)

w1,2 = (−1, 1)

the first neuron fires, if m̃ > m by the threshold −τ1 and other-
wise stays mute. Equally, the second neuron fires if m̃ < m by the
threshold −τ2.

Note that by allowing τ1 and τ2 to be a trainable weights, these
threshold comparison layers can represent a variety of comparisons
and most logical expressions and thus, serve as general-purpose
logical combinators of the lower level feature extraction layers.

For example, if w1,1 = (1, 1) and τ1 = −1.5, o1,1 implements a
neural representation of an (approximate) AND-gate:

m̃ ∧m.

And similarly,w1,1 = (1, 1) and τ1 = −0.5 implements an OR-gate:

m̃ ∨m.

3.3 Logic subnetwork
We already established that sigmoid neurons can model most basic
logical operators. In particular, they can model NAND gates and
thus a network of perceptrons can model all Boolean formulae. In
our simple crossover architecture, the logic subnetwork consists
only of three decision nodes that model long, short and neutral
positions, respectively:

o2,1(z̃, z;w2,1,b0) = σ (w2,1
1 z̃ +w2,1

2 z + b1)

o2,2(z̃, z;w2,2,b1) = σ (w2,2
1 z̃ +w2,2

2 z + b2)

o2,3(z̃, z;w2,3,b2) = σ (w2,3
1 z̃ +w2,3

2 z + b3)

where z and z̃ are the outputs of the previous neurons (moving
average comparisons o1,1 and o1,2). It is important to note that the
outputs of the previous subnetwork are assumed to be binary to
represent logical values leading to different interpretations than in
the feature subnetwork.

To continue ourmomentum example, we can recover the crossover
strategy by assigning o2,1 the logical formula ’z AND NOT z̃’ with
a valid parameterisation of w2,1

1 = 1, w2,1
2 = −1 and b1 = 0 that

decides to go long if o1,1 = 1 and o1,2 = 0.
Similarly, w2,2

1 = −1, w2,2
2 = 1 and b2 = 0 implements ’z̃ AND

NOT z’ on the previous outputs, thus o2,2 represents a short position
if the long lookbackmoving average is above the short one by τ1 and
the long lookback moving average is not below the short lookback
one by τ2. Lastly, we assign w2,3

1 = −1, w2,3
2 = −1 and b3 = 1 to

implement a ’NOR’ gate for o2,3 to take neutral positions.

3.4 Combination layer
Let Ξ = (τ1,τ2,w0,1,w0,2,w1,1,w1,2,w2,1,w2,2,w2,3,b1,b2,b3) be
the joint parameter of all units in the network. The entire neural
network then has parameter Ξ and has an output o(x ;Ξ) defined
as the ternary softmax of the layer outputs o2,1,o2,2,o2,3. Instead
of using the softmax function, we propose the softargmax function

defined as:

softargmax(xi ) =
eβxi∑
j e

βx j
.

where xi ∈ {o2,1,o2,2,o2,3}. The softargmax function reverts to the
softmax function for β = 1. For larger betas, however, softargmax
allows us to push the predicted value of the layer, i.e. the input with
the highest probability, towards 1 and all other values towards 0.

A diagram of the final momentum architecture including the
separation into subnetworks is shown in Figure 1.

3.5 Considerations
We use input normalisation to facilitate training before feeding the
inputs into the moving average neurons. To avoid look-ahead bias,
this was done for each example independently, rather than for the
entire data, i.e. for a moving average neuron that takes 50 input
prices, we normalise these 50 prices using no other observations.

For interpretation purposes, we assume the output weights to
form crisp logical rules. Under this assumption we can reconstruct
the logic formula learned in the subnetwork using decompositional
and pedagogical approaches. However, this only holds approxi-
mately because sigmoid and softmax gating functions do not output
integers. Future work will look into incorporating fuzzy logic to
make this interpretation more rigorous.

4 TRAINING AND LOSS FUNCTION
Let TT ⊂ {1, ...,T } be a subset of time indices up to timeT ∈ N we
wish to use for assessment and define aT = (at )t ∈TT .

For a space of actions that can be generated by the class of policies
under consideration, we could find return-maximising actions by
minimising the loss function using simple returns:

λT (aT ) = −
∑
t ∈TT

⟨vt ,at ⟩

or log returns3:

λT (aT ) = −
∑
t ∈TT

log(1 + ⟨vt ,at ⟩).

Both conceptually lead to the same return driven loss function and
generate the same results discussed below.

In financial applications, managing the risk of a portfolio is
crucial. Therefore, a better performance measure of a strategy is
the Sharpe ratio. The Sharpe ratio is defined as

Rp − Rf

σp
.

It measures the average return of the portfolio (Rp ) in excess of
the risk-free rate (Rf ) divided by the standard deviation of excess
returns. In other words, it indicates how much a given strategy
returns per unit of risk. Since we are defining long-short strategies,
we omit the risk-free rate and calculate annualised Sharpe ratios
based on our strategies’ average returns.

3Note that in a previous version we defined the log returns incorrectly. We are grateful
to the anonymous reviewer for pointing out our mistake.
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Figure 1: Specialised momentum architecture.

We use an annualised Sharpe ratio based policy for training our
networks on real data below which is defined as:

λT (aT ) = −
µRp ∗ 252

σRp ∗
√
252

with

µRp =
1
T

T∑
t

log(1 + ⟨vt ,at ⟩)

and

σRp =

√√√
1

T − 1

T∑
t
(log(1 + ⟨vt ,at ⟩) − µRp ).

5 EXPERIMENTS
Next, we show in contained examples how the outlined architecture
performs on different artificial and real data sets. The emphasis is
on weight interpretation and improving on the simple technical
trading strategies. We establish how the architecture reaches the
ideal strategy configuration on each of the artificial data sets and
also highlight how the logical connectors changed its state during
training.

The comparison benchmarks chosen are: momentum (SMA-
MOM) and reversion (SMA-REV) moving average crossover strate-
gies (200 time steps long lookback, 50 time steps short lookback),
the buy and hold strategy, a wide MLP network with one hidden
layer and 50 hidden units, a deep MLP with 10 hidden layers, each
with 5 hidden units, an LSTM and a GRU each consisting of 3 hidden
layers and 50 units in each layer.

For all benchmark experiments, the learning rate was set to 0.01,
we use the Adam optimiser, no regularisation apart from dropout
on the benchmark architectures, training is done in full-batch mode,
and we train the network for 800 epochs (10 for LSTM and GRU)
on the data sets.

To faciliate comparison, we design the benchmark architectures
to use the same policy approach that we use to train our architec-
ture, use input weight normalisation and the same training param-
eters. All of the benchmark architectures use dropout techniques
to improve out of sample performance.

As a performance measure we state the individual Sharpe ratios.
We train the networks using the return-based policy defined in
section 4 for all artificial data sets and use the Sharpe-based policy
for training the networks on the real data sets. This is because the
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Figure 2: Artificial data series.

artificial data sets are more well behaved and are used primarily to
showcase our ability to interpret the results.

We assume no friction, i.e. no transaction costs, nor capacity
constraints, because the comparisons are for illustrative purposes
only and more realistic trading strategies will be presented in future
work. Once transaction costs are included, the policy should account
for those as well.

5.1 Data
As a first benchmark with access to ground-truth, test data was
generated by drawing from a stochastic differential equation with
parameters controlling the time series behavior of its sample paths.
We simulated 10, 000 realisations of a trending Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
(OU) process.

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Pt ) is a stochastic process
often used to simulate mean reverting and trending financial time
series. It is a solution to an Ito-SDE of the form:

dPt = θ (µ − Pt )dt + σdWt

where θ > 0 is a parameter determining the strength of the pull
towards the mean, µ is a constant mean (replaced with a trending
mean for the momentum series) andWt is a Wiener process. For
our simulations, we consider a first-order Euler approximation with
time step length dt = 1/T where T is the number of data points
simulated.

We generated an artificial trending data set using θ = 2, µ = 50,
σ = 20 and an increase in the mean by 0.01 every time step. The
resulting series is denomated as "Up-Trend" in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Performance of the network against the SMA-
MOMand Buy andHold strategies on training data (top) and
test data (bottom). Note that ANN and Buy andHold achieve
the same performance, i.e. there is no separate line for ANN.

For simulating a time series exhibiting strong up- and down-
wards trend characteristics we alternate the sign of the drift term,
θ ∗ (µ − Pt ), every 500 data points and use θ = 7.5 (2.5 for negative
trends), µ = 50, σ = 10. To include the trending mean, we let the
mean increase by 0.01 every time step. The series called "Switching
Trend" in Figure 2 shows how this configuration leads to strong up-
trends followed by down-trends, the ideal setup for trend-following
strategies, e.g. the SMA-MOM we consider.

We also test our network on mean reverting data simulated using
µ = 50, σ = 50, θ = 20. This is shown as "Reversion" in Figure 2.
We chose the test data sets because the simple crossover strategies
are designed to exploit these time series characteristics and be
(near-)optimal in these settings.

Lastly, the real data sets chosen are end of day prices for the
S&P500, Nikkei, and VIX indices and the single stock EURN BE
Equity. Data is retrieved from alphavantage.co and we use the last
5000 (S&P500), 3500 (Nikkei), 3500 (VIX), and 2000 (EURN) data
points leading up to January 2020.

The test data set used to validate our model and on which the
final Sharpe ratio is reported is fixed to 500 data points for all real
data sets and 2,000 for artificial data sets.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Comparison on trending data. On the the strong upward

trending series in Figure 2, the best strategy would be to buy and
hold. To illustrate the usefulness of separating the network into
different subnetworks, we only allow training the logic layer in
this experiment. Training the pre-initialised architecture (initialised
with the momentum crossover setup as described in section 3.3) for
800 epochs, using a learning rate of 0.001 und full batch training,
the network indeed learns to mimic the buy and hold strategy.
The logic layer quickly learns the configuration (True, False, False)
for the long, short and neutral decision neurons respectively, i.e.
it always takes a long position regardless of the inputs. See the
performance comparison on training and test data (8, 000 vs. 2, 000
data points split) in Figure 3. Our trained ANN performs in line
with the Buy and Hold strategy while SMA-MOM, the 200 − 50
momentum crossover strategy, performs worse due to switching
from long to short positions when the price reverts briefly.

Initialising the logic layer randomly, in our case random ini-
tialisation of the weights led to the logical formulas in the logic
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Figure 4: Training loss on the switching trend data using pri-
ors and using random initialisation.

subnetwork of (NOT z, z̃, z IMPLIES z̃), the network also learns
the correct configuration of (True, False, False). However, initial-
ising the network randomly leads to longer training times. This
confirms our inituition that using valid priors informed by domain
knowledge will improve training time.

5.2.2 Comparison on switching trend data. For the switching
trend data, we allow training of the weights in the logic and the fea-
ture subnetworks, the input feature subnetwork remains initialised
to mirror the long and short lookback moving averages. We use
the same training setup as before. On this dataset, the momentum
strategy shines as it can switch between long and short positions
depending on whether it notices an uptrend or a downtrend. The
resulting Sharpe ratio on the test data is 2.47 compared to 2.42
for the SMA-MOM strategy. Analysing the final weights, we find
that the logical formulas changed to (z and NOT z̃, z̃ AND NOT z,
FALSE). The feature subnetwork weights remained in a similar state
but they differ in the kind of comparison. While the initialisation
compared simply whether one moving average was bigger than
the other, the network now requires the long term average to be
much bigger than the short term average. This means that more
emphasis is given to short term averages which reflects the data
in that long term trends are followed by short term trends and the
quicker the strategy can identify one, the more money it generates.

Initialising the logic and feature subnetwork weights randomly,
again, shows the importance of using inductive priors in network
design and weight initialisation. The network is still able to recover
a strategy that is close to the optimal one described above with
similar Sharpe ratio but requires a lot more training epochs to
achieve this. Training time roughly doubles to achieve performance
close to the pre-initialised network, see Figure 4 for the loss plotted
against time epochs using a prior and assuming ignorance.

5.2.3 Comparison on reversion data. Lastly, we test our architec-
ture on the reversion series shown in Figure 2. The benchmark to
compare against is the SMA-REV strategy, the reversion crossover
complement to the SMA-MOM strategy that we used in the previous
examples.

Allowing training the whole network (that is pre-initialised with
a reversion prior) for 800 epochs, our network achieves a Sharpe
of 0.37 on the test data, on par with the SMA-REV reversion strat-
egy. The resulting strategy behaves very similar to the reversion
crossover but uses a higher threshold to switch trading decisions
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Architecture Up-trend Switching trend Reversion S&P500 Nikkei EURN BE VIX
ANN Logic only 0.54 2.40 0.50 0.59 -0.06 0.59 0.31
ANN Logic and Feature 0.54 2.47 0.34 0.56 -0.06 0.74 0.31
ANN all -0.23 2.47 0.41 1.62 0.37 0.62 0.79
Signal SMA-MOM -0.22 2.42 -0.37 -0.08 -0.68 -0.62 -0.88
Signal SMA-REV 0.22 -2.42 0.37 0.08 0.68 0.62 0.88
Buy and Hold 0.54 0.70 0.01 0.93 -0.01 0.39 0.38
LSTM 0.02 2.52 0.48 -0.10 -0.17 1.07 0.88
GRU 0.17 2.62 0.59 0.70 -0.85 -0.19 -0.69
MLP wide 0.22 2.21 -0.18 0.44 -0.90 0.59 0.72
MLP deep -0.39 2.48 0.30 -1.48 -0.16 -0.59 -0.44

Table 1: Comparison Sharpe ratio of architectures on artificial and real data sets.

and emphasises the input weights differently. Only allowing train-
ing of the logic and the feature subnetworks achieves a very similar
performance with a Sharpe of 0.34 and just allowing training of the
logic subnetwork achieves a Sharpe of 0.5. The constrained training
of the logic subnetwork achieves a higher Sharpe by not taking
positions in certain environments, i.e. having highest activation on
the neutral position neuron.

5.2.4 Comparison against benchmark architectures. The perfor-
mance comparison of our architecture against the benchmarks
defined in section 5 on all data series shown in Figure 2 leads to
performance on the test data set as shown in table 1. We used
several variants of our architecture to show the flexibility of our ap-
proach. ’ANN Logic only’ is our pre-initialised architecture but only
allowing training of the logic subnetwork. ’ANN Logic and Feature’
allows training of the logic and feature subnetworks. ’ANN all’ al-
lows the network to train all layers. ’Signal SMA-MOM’ and ’Signal
SMA-REV’ are the momentum and reversion crossover strategies
respectively.

The results suggest that while none of the setups of our architec-
ture outperforms all benchmarks consistently, a variant of them is
on par or better than the best benchmark architecture for a given
dataset. This is encouraging as our architecture is much simpler
than the benchmark architectures and much easier to interpret,
yet still achieves good performance compared to more complex
architectures and trading strategies designed for the particular data
set. Using inductive priors in architecture design seems to not only
allow better interpretation and improvement of domain knowledge
but also boost performance.

5.2.5 Comparison on real financial data. Neither our proposed
architecture nor the benchmark architectures or strategies outper-
form on the real data sets consistently. This is not surprising given
the efficiency of financial markets concerning crude end of day
analyses of past prices. Given that our strategy performs in line
and often better than state of the art deep learning architectures,
we are hopeful that embedding our ideas in more sophisticated ar-
chitectures using a broad range of financial instruments and better
portfolio construction can yield profitable results that still remain
interpretable. This is left for future work.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We introduced a simple ANN architecture that was designed us-
ing inductive priors that encode established domain knowledge.
It allows replication of popular trading strategies and improving
on those in an interpretable fashion. This is different from the
traditional blackbox ANN approaches that rely on generic deep net-
works to generate trading strategies that are impossible to interpret
to date.

We also showed on artificial data how we can extract insights
from the data after training and that this interpretability does not
come at the price of worse performance than state-of-the-art archi-
tectures. Our experiments highlight to the potency of our approach
to adapt to changing regimes in financial time series, while being
more robust to yield good returns in line with some more complex
competing methods.

Traditional approaches combining deep learning and finance
result in complex architectures that are cumbersome to train, slow
in yielding predictions, and are impossible to interpret. We provide
an extensible architecture showing how using domain knowledge
and inductive priors simplify the neural architecture, simplify inter-
pretation, and speed up training as well as prediction. This opens
up a host of applications of embedding such subnetworks into
larger architectures and making more complex architectures at
least partially interpretable and explainable to users.

Extensions to this work will include using it on futures data and
especially high-frequency data to derive simple trading rules that
can be used outside the neural network for online prediction to
save time, embedding our network into larger networks that allow
end-to-end training, and using more complex logic subnetworks
so that we can use pedagogical interpretation approaches to prune
irrelevant connections after training and finding parsimonious con-
figurations. This will be especially interesting when combining a
large number of financial features or indicators and using our logic
subnetwork for feature selection and dependency discovery. Using
logic rules we also envisage automated formulae reconstruction
from more complex deep networks.

We hope to provide a starting point for practitioners to use inter-
pretable architectures using inductive priors in the financial domain
and encourage them by highlighting the benefits of doing so. Black-
box approaches too often lead to underwhelming performance and
vain efforts of trying to explain the shortfall.
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